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In recent years social scientists have framed concerns about the changing character of American
society in terms of the concept of "social capital." By analogy with notions of physical capital and
human capital—tools and training that enhance individual productivity— the core idea of social capital
theory is that social networks have value. Just as a screwdriver (physical capital) or a college
education (human capital) can increase productivity (both individual and collective), so too social contacts affect the productivity of individuals and groups.
Whereas physical capital refers to physical objects and human capital refers to properties of
individuals, social capital refers to connections among individuals—social networks and the norms of
reciprocity and trustworthiness that arise from them. In that sense social capital is closely related to
what some have called "civic virtue." The difference is that "social capital" calls attention to the fact
that civic virtue is most powerful when embedded in a dense network of reciprocal social relations. A
society of many virtuous but isolated individuals is not necessarily rich in social capital. . . .
American society, like the continent on which we live, is massive and polymorphous, and our civic
engagement historically has come in many sizes and shapes. A few of us still share plowing chores
with neighbors, while many more pitch in to wire classrooms to the Internet. Some of us run for
Congress, and others join self-help groups. Some of us hang out at the local bar association and
others at the local bar. Some of us attend mass once a day, while others struggle to remember to
send holiday greetings once a year. The forms of our social capital—the ways in which we connect
with friends and neighbors and strangers—are varied.
So our review of trends in social capital and civic engagement ranges widely across various
sectors of this complex society. . . . The dominant theme is simple: For the first two-thirds of the
twentieth century a powerful tide bore Americans into ever deeper engagement in the life of their
communities, but a few decades ago—silently, without warning—that tide reversed and we were
overtaken by a treacherous rip current. Without at first noticing, we have been pulled apart from one
another and from our communities over the last third of the century. . . .

Political Participation
. . . We begin with the most common act of democratic citizenship—voting. In 1960, 62.8
percent of voting-age Americans went to the polls to choose between John F. Kennedy and
Richard M. Nixon. In 1996, after decades of slippage, 48.9 percent of voting-age Americans chose
among Bill Clinton, Bob Dole, and Ross Perot, very nearly the lowest turnout in the twentieth
century. Participation in presidential elections has declined by roughly a quarter over the last thirtysix years. Turnout in off-year and local elections is down by roughly this same amount. . . Voting is
by a substantial margin the most common form of political activity, and it embodies the most
fundamental democratic principle of equality. Not to vote is to withdraw from the political
community. . . . On the other hand, in some important respects voting is not a typical mode of
political participation. Based on their exhaustive assessment of different forms of participation in
American politics, political scientists Sidney Verba, Kay Schlozman, and Henry Brady conclude
that "it is incomplete and misleading to understand citizen participation solely through the vote. . . .
Compared with those who engage in various other political acts, voters report a different mix of
gratification and a different bundle of issue concerns as being behind their activity. . . . [V]oting is
sui generis." Declining electoral participation is merely the most visible symptom of a broader
disengagement from community life.1 Like a fever, electoral abstention is even more important as a
sign of deeper trouble in the body politic than as a malady itself. It is not just from the voting booth
that Americans are increasingly AWOL.
Political knowledge and interest in public affairs are critical preconditions for more active forms
of involvement. If you don't know the rules of the game and the players and don't care about the
outcome, you're unlikely to try playing yourself. Encouragingly, Americans in the aggregate at
century's end are about as likely to know, for example, which party controls the House of

Representatives or who their senators are as were their grandparents a half century ago. On the
other hand, we are much better educated than our grandparents, and since civics knowledge is
boosted by formal education, it is surprising that civics knowledge has not improved accordingly.
The average college graduate today knows little more about public affairs than did the average
high school graduate in the 1940s.2
Roughly every other month from 1974 to 1998 Roper pollsters asked Americans, "Have you
recently been taking a good deal of interest in current events and what's happening in the world
today, some interest, or not very much interest?" Popular interest in current events naturally tends
to rise and fall with what's in the news, so this chart of attention to public affairs looks like the
sawtooth traces left by an errant seismograph. Beneath these choppy waves, however, the tide of
the public's interest in current events gradually ebbed by roughly 20 percent over this quarter
century. . . Scandals and war can still rouse out attention, but generally speaking, fewer Americans
follow public affairs now than did a quarter century ago.
Even more worrying are intergenerational differences in political knowledge and interest. Like
the decline in voting turnout, to which it is linked, the slow slump in interest in politics and current
events is due to the replacement of an older generation that was relatively interested in public
affairs by a younger generation that is relatively uninterested. Among both young and old, of
course, curiosity about public affairs continues to fluctuate in response to daily headlines, but the
base level of interest is gradually fading, as an older generation of news and politics junkies
passes slowly from the scene. The fact that the decline is generation-specific, rather than
nationwide, argues against the view that public affairs have simply become boring in some
objective sense.
The post-baby boom generations—roughly speaking, men and women who were born after
1964 and thus came of age in the 1980s and 1990s— are substantially less knowledgeable about
public affairs, despite the proliferation of sources of information. Even in the midst of national
election campaigns in the 1980s and 1990s, for example, these young people were about a third
less likely than their elders to know, for instance, which political party controlled the House of
Representatives.3
Today's generation gap in political knowledge does not reflect some permanent tendency for
the young to be less well informed than their elders but is instead a recent development. From the
earliest opinion polls in the 1940s to the mid-1970s, younger people were at least as well informed
as their elders were, but that is no longer the case. This news and information gap, affecting not
just politics, but even things like airline crashes, terrorism, and financial news, first opened up with
the boomers in the 1970s and widened considerably with the advent of the X generation. Daily
newspaper readership among people under thirty-five dropped from two-thirds in 1965 to one-third
in 1990, at the same time that TV news viewer-ship in this same age group fell from 52 percent to
41 percent. Today's under-thirties pay less attention to the news and know less about current
events than their elders do today or than people their age did two or three decades ago.4
. . . Voting and following politics are relatively undemanding forms of participation. In fact, they
are not, strictly speaking, forms of social capital at all, because they can be done utterly alone. As
we have seen, these measures show some thinning of the ranks of political spectators, particularly
at the end of the stadium where the younger generation sits. But most of the fans are still in their
seats, following the action and chatting about the antics of the star players. How about the
grassroots gladiators who volunteer to work for political parties, posting signs, attending campaign
rallies, and the like? What is the evidence on trends in partisan participation?
On the positive side of the ledger, one might argue, party organizations themselves are as
strong as ever at both state and local levels. Over the last thirty to forty years these organizations
have become bigger, richer, and more professional. During presidential campaigns from the late
1950s to the late 1970s, more and more voters reported being contacted by one or both of the
major political parties. After a slump from 1980 to 1992, this measure of party vitality soared nearly
to an all-time high in 1996, as GOTV ("Get out the vote") activities blossomed.5
Party finances, too, skyrocketed in the 1970s and 1980s. Between 1976 and 1986, for
example, the Democrats' intake rose at more than twice the rate of inflation, while the Republicans'

rose at more than four times the rate of inflation. More money meant more staff, more polling, more
advertising, better candidate recruitment and training, and more party outreach. The number of
political organizations, partisan and nonpartisan, with regular paid staff has exploded over the last
two decades. . . .
Yet viewed by the "consumers" in the political marketplace, this picture of vigorous health
seems a bizarre parody. The rate of party identification— the voter's sense of commitment to her
own team—fell from more than 75 percent around 1960 to less than 65 percent in the late 1990s.
Despite a partial recovery in the late 1980s, at century's end party "brand loyalty" remained well
below the levels of the 1950s and early 1960s. What is more, this form of political engagement is
significantly lower in more recent cohorts, so that as older, more partisan voters depart from the
electorate to be replaced by younger independents, the net attachment to the parties may continue
to decline.6 Again, the Grim Reaper is silently at work, lowering political involvement.
Beyond party identification, at the grassroots level attending a campaign meeting or
volunteering to work for a political party has become much rarer over the last thirty years. From the
1950s to the 1960s growing numbers of Americans worked for a political party during election campaigns, ringing doorbells, stuffing envelopes, and the like. Since 1968, however, that form of
political engagement has plunged, reaching an all-time low for a presidential election year in 1996.
Attendance at political meetings and campaign rallies has followed a similar trajectory over the last
half century—up from the 1950s to the 1960s, instability in the 1970s, and general decline since
the 1980s. . . .7 In short, while the parties themselves are better financed and more professionally
staffed than ever, fewer and fewer Americans participate in partisan political activities.
How can we reconcile these two conflicting pictures—organizational health, as seen from the
parties, and organizational decay, as seen from the voters' side? . . . On reflection, . . . the contrast
between increasing party organizational vitality and declining voter involvement is perfectly intelligible. Since their "consumers" are tuning out from politics, parties have to work harder and spend
much more, competing furiously to woo votes, workers, and donations, and to do that they need a
(paid) organizational infrastructure. Party-as-organization and party-in-government have become
stronger, even as the public has grown less attached to the parties.8 If we think of politics as an
industry, we might delight in its new "labor-saving efficiency," but if we think of politics as
democratic deliberation, to leave people out is to miss the whole point of the exercise. . . .
So far we have been considering political participation from the important but limited
perspective of partisan and electoral activities. For most Americans, however, national election
campaigns occupy only a small part of their time and attention. What about trends in political
participation outside the context of national elections, especially at the local level? . . . The answer
is simple: The frequency of virtually every form of community involvement measured in . . . Roper
polls [from 1973 through 1994] declined significantly, from the most common—petition signing—to
the least common—running for office. Americans are playing virtually every aspect of the civic
game less frequently today than we did two decades ago.
Consider first the new evidence on trends in partisan and campaign activities. ... In round
numbers, Americans were roughly half as likely to work for a political party or attend a political rally
or speech in the 1990s as in the 1970s. Barely two decades ago election campaigns were for
millions of Americans an occasion for active participation in national deliberation. Campaigning
was something we did, not something we merely witnessed. Now for almost all Americans, an
election campaign is something that happens around us, a grating element in the background
noise of everyday life, a fleeting image on a TV screen. Strikingly, the dropout rate from these
campaign activities (about 50 percent) is even greater than the dropout rate in the voting booth
itself (25 percent). . . .
That Americans in recent years have deserted party politics is perhaps not astonishing news,
for antiparty sentiments had become a commonplace of punditry even before Ross Perot rode the
antiparty bandwagon to national prominence in 1992. But how about communal forms of activity,
like attending local meetings, serving local organizations, and taking part in "good government"
activities? Here the new evidence is startling, for involvement in these everyday forms of
community life has dwindled as rapidly as has partisan and electoral participation. The pattern is

broadly similar to that for campaign activities—a slump in the late 1970s, a pause in the early
1980s, and then a renewed and intensified decline from the late 1980s into the 1990s. . . .
Like battlefield casualties dryly reported from someone else's distant war, these unadorned
numbers scarcely convey the decimation of American community life they represent. In round
numbers every single percentage-point drop represents two million fewer Americans involved in
some aspect of community life every year. So, the numbers imply, we now have sixteen million
fewer participants in public meetings about local affairs, eight million fewer committee members,
eight million fewer local organizational leaders, and three million fewer men and women organized
to work for better government than we would have had if Americans had stayed as involved in
community affairs as we were in the mid-1970s. . . .
Let's sum up what we've learned about trends in political participation. On the positive side of
the ledger, Americans today score about as well on a civics test as our parents and grandparents
did, though our self-congratulation should be restrained, since we have on average four more
years of formal schooling than they had.9 Moreover, at election time we are no less likely than they
were to talk politics or express interest in the campaign. On the other hand, since the mid-1960s,
the weight of the evidence suggests, despite the rapid rise in levels of education Americans have
become perhaps 10-15 percent less likely to voice our views publicly by running for office or writing
Congress or the local newspaper, 15-20 percent less interested in politics and public affairs,
roughly 25 percent less likely to vote, roughly 35 percent less likely to attend public meetings, both
partisan and nonpartisan, and roughly 40 percent less engaged in party politics and indeed in
political and civic organizations of all sorts. We remain, in short, reasonably well-informed spectators of public affairs, but many fewer of us actually partake in the game... .
So What?
By virtually every conceivable measure, social capital has eroded steadily and sometimes
dramatically over the past two generations. The quantitative evidence is overwhelming, yet most
Americans did not need to see charts and graphs to know that something bad has been happening
in their communities and in their country. Americans have had a growing sense at some visceral
level of disintegrating social bonds. It is perhaps no coincidence that on the eve of the millennium
the market for civic nostalgia was hotter than the market for blue-chip stocks. For example,
newscaster Tom Brokaw's book profiling the heroic World War II generation got mixed reviews
from critics yet was a runaway best-seller. In Los Angeles there was an on-again, off-again
movement to rename the LAX airport after the actor Jimmy Stew-art, a military hero in real life who
brought civic heroes Jefferson Smith and George Bailey to the silver screen. American nostalgia in
the late twentieth century is no run-of-the-mill, rosy-red remembrance of things past. It is an
attempt to recapture a time when public-spiritedness really did carry more value and when
communities really did "work." As we buy books and rename airports, we seem to be saying that at
a profound level civic virtue and social capital do matter.
Are we right? Does social capital have salutary effects on individuals, communities, or even
entire nations? Yes, an impressive and growing body of research suggests that civic connections
help make us healthy, wealthy, and wise. Living without social capital is not easy, whether one is a
villager in southern Italy or a poor person in the American inner city or a well-heeled entrepreneur
in a high-tech industrial district. . . .
The playwright Oscar Wilde is said to have mused, "The trouble with socialism is that it would
take too many evenings."10 Fair enough, but how many evenings does liberal democracy take?
That democratic self-government requires an actively engaged citizenry has been a truism for
centuries. (Not until the middle of the twentieth century did some political theorists begin to assert
that good citizenship requires simply choosing among competing teams of politicians at the ballot
box, as one might choose among competing brands of toothpaste.)11 [Here] I consider both the
conventional claim that the health of American democracy requires citizens to perform our public
duties and the more expansive and controversial claim that the health of our public institutions

depends, at least in part, on widespread participation in private voluntary groups—those networks
of civic engagement that embody social capital.
The ideal of participatory democracy has deep roots in American political philosophy. With our
experiment in democracy still in its infancy, Thomas Jefferson proposed amending the Constitution
to facilitate grassroots democracy. In an 1816 letter he suggested that "counties be divided into
wards of such size that every citizen can attend, when called on, and act in person." The ward
governments would have been charged with everything from running schools to caring for the poor
to operating police and military forces to maintaining public roads. Jefferson believed that "making
every citizen an acting member of the government, and in the offices nearest and most interesting
to him, will attach him by his strongest feelings to the independence of his country, and its
republican constitution."12
Visiting American shores a decade later, Alexis de Tocqueville struck a similar note, suggesting
that even in the absence of Jeffersonian ward governments, Americans' local civic activity served
as the handmaiden of their national democratic community: "It is difficult to draw a man out of his
own circle to interest him in the destiny of the state," Tocqueville observed, "because he does not
clearly understand what influence the destiny of the state can have upon his own lot. But if it is
proposed to make a road cross the end of his estate, he will see at a glance that there is a
connection between the small public affair and his greatest private affairs; and he will discover,
without its being shown to him, the close tie that unites private to general interest." 13
Echoing Tocqueville's observations, many contemporary students of democracy have come to
celebrate "mediating" or "intermediary" associations, be they self-consciously or only indirectly
political, as fundamental to maintaining a vibrant democracy.14 Voluntary associations and the
social networks of civil society that we have been calling "social capital" contribute to democracy in
two different ways: they have "external" effects on the larger polity, and they have "internal" effects
on participants themselves.
Externally, voluntary associations, from churches and professional societies to Elks clubs and
reading groups, allow individuals to express their interests and demands on government and to
protect themselves from abuses of power by their political leaders. Political information flows
through social networks, and in these networks public life is discussed. As so often, Tocqueville
saw this point clearly: "When some view is represented by an association, it must take clearer and
more precise shape. It counts its supporters and involves them in its cause; these supporters get to
know one another, and numbers increase zeal. An association unites the energies of divergent
minds and vigorously directs them toward a clearly indicated goal." . . .1S
Internally, associations and less formal networks of civic engagement instill in their members
habits of cooperation and public-spiritedness, as well as the practical skills necessary to partake in
public life. Tocqueville observed that "feelings and ideas are renewed, the heart enlarged, and the
understanding developed only by the reciprocal action of men one upon another."16
Prophylactically, community bonds keep individuals from falling prey to extremist groups that target
isolated and untethered individuals. Studies of political psychology over the last forty years have
suggested that "people divorced from community, occupation, and association is first and foremost
among the supporters of extremism."17
More positively, voluntary associations are places where social and civic skills are learned—
"schools for democracy." . . . The most systematic study of civic skills in contemporary America
suggests that for working-class Americans voluntary associations and churches offer the best
opportunities for civic skill building, and even for professionals such groups are second only to the
workplace as sites for civic learning. Two-thirds or more of the members of religious, literary, youth,
and fraternal/service organizations exercised such civic skills as giving a presentation or running a
meeting.18 Churches, in particular, are one of the few vital institutions left in which low-income,
minority, and disadvantaged citizens of all races can learn politically relevant skills and be recruited
into political action.19 The implication is vitally important to anyone who values egalitarian
democracy: without such institutions, the class bias in American politics would be much greater.20
Just as associations inculcate democratic habits, they also serve as forums for thoughtful
deliberation over vital public issues. Political theorists have lately renewed their attention to the

promise and pitfalls of "deliberative democracy."21 Some argue that voluntary associations best
enhance deliberation when they are microcosms of the nation, economically, ethnically, and
religiously.22 Others argue that even homogeneous organizations can enhance deliberative
democracy by making our public interactions more inclusive. When minority groups, for example,
push for nondiscrimination regulations and mandatory inclusion of ethnic interests in school
curricula and on government boards, they are in effect widening the circle of participants.23
Voluntary associations may serve not only as forums for deliberation, but also as occasions for
learning civic virtues, such as active participation in public life.24 A follow-up study of high school
seniors found that regardless of the students' social class, academic background, and self-esteem,
those who took part in voluntary associations in school were far more likely than nonparticipants to
vote, take part in political campaigns, and discuss public issues two years after graduating.25
Another civic virtue is trustworthiness. Much research suggests that when people have repeated
interactions, they are far less likely to shirk or cheat.26 A third civic virtue acquired through social
connectedness is reciprocity. . . . The more people are involved in networks of civic engagement
(from club meetings to church picnics to informal get-togethers with friends), the more likely they
are to display concern for the generalized other—to volunteer, give blood, contribute to charity, and
so on. To political theorists, reciprocity has another meaning as well—the willingness of opposing
sides in a democratic debate to agree on the ground rules for seeking mutual accommodation after
sufficient discussion, even (or especially) when they don't agree on what is to be done.27 Regular
connections with my fellow citizens don't ensure that I will be able to put myself in their shoes, but
social isolation virtually guarantees that I will not. . . .
Voluntary groups are not a panacea for what ails our democracy. And the absence of social
capital—norms, trust, networks of association—does not eliminate politics. But without social
capital we are more likely to have politics of a certain type. American democracy evolved
historically in an environment unusually rich in social capital, and many of our institutions and
practices—such as the unusual degree of decentralization in our governmental processes,
compared with that of other industrialized countries— represent adaptations to such a setting. Like
a plant overtaken by climatic change, our political practices would have to change if social capital
were permanently diminished. How might the American polity function in a setting of much lower
social capital and civic engagement?
A politics without face-to-face socializing and organizing might take the form of a Perot-style
electronic town hall, a kind of plebiscitary democracy. Many opinions would be heard, but only as a
muddle of disembodied voices, neither engaging with one another nor offering much guidance to
decision makers. TV-based politics is to political action as watching ER is to saving someone in
distress. Just as one cannot restart a heart with one's remote control, one cannot jump-start
republican citizenship without direct, face-to-face participation. Citizenship is not a spectator sport.
...
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